Description ofthe Croatian Verbs 1.Grammatical Categories
The verbal system of the Croatian variety, which is acquired by the child under investigation, can be described with the following verbal categories:
person (I. 2. and 3.), number (singular and plural), mood (synthetic: indicative, imperative, analytic: conditional land conditional II), aspect (perfective, imperfective), tense (synthetic: present, analytic: perfect, pluperfect, future I and future II ), infinitive and the adjectival past participle agent'. Although we have no systematic evidence from the child's input regarding the frequency of the use of verbal categories, one can assume that conditional II, the optative, the patient participle and pluperfect are either not used at all or very rarely. Except for elliptic contexts, e.g. in answers to questions, infinitives and participles hardly appear without finite auxiliary verbs.
Croatian is a pro-drop language. The finite verb agrees with the subject in regard to person and number. Participles (in analytic tense forms) are marked for gender and number.
The child is acquiring an urban variant, usually referred to as Zagreb Kajkavian dialect (ZKD). This dialect differs in many respects from the Stokavian standard varianl. 3 For the purposes of this work it is important to mention that the only form expressing the past is the analytic perfecl. Forms of exact future (future II) have the same temporal reference as future I. They are usually used in ZKD to express future tense and not future perfect as in the standard language. In addition, it is typical for ZKD that overt pronouns in contexts wh ich require prodrop in the standard language do not imply emphatic interpretation.
Examples for categories which show up in the child's speech productions in the analysed period are given below exemplified by forms of the verb gledati (to look). 
Rled-a-i-te
neut.
gled-a-Io gled-a-Ia
Prefixation plays an important role in perfective formation, but it hardly has exclusively grammatical function, because it almost always also modifies the lexical meaning of the verb. tense: synthetic: present f?ledam, -ai ... (see table 1) analytic: future I is formed by the clitic forms of the verb htjeti (want) and the infinitive. Future II consists of the perfective forms of biti (be) and the active past participle. Perfect tense is also formed with the latter participle and clitic forms of biti (be). Thcre is also 3. sg. in imperative mood, but it has no distinct inflectional form. It is formed by the particlc nek and the indicative prcsent forms. , In ZKD auxiliary elilie forms are also used: bum(l.sg.), bus (2.sg.), bu(3.sg.), bumo(lpl), bute(2.pl.), buju (3.pl. ).
distinct morphological classes. ' Dressler et al. (1996) establish in their classification of verbal paradigms on the basis of inflectional productivity, 4 major macroclasses with productive microclasses and one recessive class with root inflection and many irregularities. In Among all classes 4/a is the most frequent, homogenous, transparent and productive microclass, wh ich integrates almost all loan words. Thematic vowels or consonants can be the same in present and infinitive sterns as in microclass 4/a and 311 la or they can differ as in all other classes. In the 3111a microclass pres. 3.sg. and imp. 2.sg. are homophonous, e.g. nosi (carry 3.sg. and imp. 2.sg.).
Data description
Verb productions treated in this study are taken from a longitudinal corpus of a first-born girl. Antonija, the girl, is growing up in Zagreb and her input is a Croatian urban koine, also called the Zagreb (Kajkavian) dialect (see section I). The recordings have been transcribed and coded following the norms of CHILDES (MacWhinney 2000). 7 Figures are caJculated on the basis of a preliminary transcribed version of the material. The revised version will probably entail some minor changes.
In terms of age the first 50 verb lemmas appear in the transcribed material between the age of 1;6.15 and I; 10. Table 5 shows details of the Antonija corpus: 6 Traditional elassifieations ean, among others, be found in: Babit et al. (1991) and Tezak & Babit (1992) . A contrastive presentation of the Croatian intlectional classes in terms of Natural Morphology is presented in Dressler et al. (1996) . 7 The material presented here has been eolleeted and transeribed by Drazenka Blazi, the mother ofthe ehild, in the frame werk of the projeet "Psyeholinguistie Aspeets of the Aequisition of the eroatian Language", Department of Speech and Language Pathology (University of Zagreb). Thanks are due to Melita Kovatevit and her eollaborators, who supplied me with the material. Note, that there is aperiod of almost two months where no recordings were made (bctween 1 ;7.29 and 1;9.15). The column "overall productions" covers all transcribed units except for babbling, paralinguistic material (e.g. laughing) and unintelligible vocalisations.
Session
The column "analysed utterances"g includes all productions but citations (e.g. nursery rhymes and songs), direct imitations and repetitions. 9 Utterances entailing formulaic or phatic forms, e.g. znas! (you know!, meaning warning and displeasure), molim (te) (I ask (you), meaning: "please") were also excluded from the analysis.
Predecessors of verbs in predicative function:
Before and at the beginning of the emergence of the first verbs some predecessors of verbs appear in predicative function. At the age of 1;4.15 there are some approximations to real words of the type bota for baci (throw) and onomatopoetics, e.g. toupa for a doll that fell down. At the age of 1;4.15 one can observe (negated) deictics, which can be interpreted as a part of the predicate: (ne) to ((not) this) and a noun plus a deictic at 1;6.15 teta # simo (aunt # here). The latter utterance is expressed while Antonija is asking a woman appearing on TV to co me to her. In general the data do not show any obvious recurrent replacement of verbs by neither grammatical nor extragrammatical means.
Emergence of verb forms 4.1. Verb production
Antonija's production of verbs in relation to the overall analysed utterances for each recording session can be seen in table 6. It shows the occurence of verbs as lemmas JO (lexical items), types (different forms of one lemma)11 and tokens (occurrences for each specific verb form) in absolute numbers and also in relation to the amount of all analysed utterances. Furthermore, numbers of utterances with verbs and their relation to all analysed utterances are presented. 12 9
To qualify as an utteranee, a produetion had to include at least one rneaningful unit cOffesponding to a Croatian ward in form and mcaning. In cases where imitated or rcpeated utterances were interpreted as appropriatc rcactions also in rcgard to adult communication, c.g. answers to questions, they were not excluded from thc analysis. Generally, verb production remarkably increases at 1;9.15. 14 Both utterances with verbs and verbs as tokens represent more than 50% of the analysed utterances. Lemmas and types are growing at 1 ;9.15 only in absolute numbers. When relating lemmas and types to the analysed utterances no striking increase shows up.
This distribution can be explained with Antonija' s very extensive use of grammatical verbs (copula and auxiliaries) and the occasional omissions of lexical verbs in analytic constructions (see section 4 and 5). By looking more into detail and separating grammatical from lexical verbs one can see, that the increasing token frequency predominantly regards grammatical verbs. Moreover, one can observe an increase of lexical verb tokens in relation to the analysed utterances, but it is by far not as striking. 14 In the very first reeording the number of utteranees with verbs appears to be re1atively high (44%). This cDuld be due to methodologieal reasons: This early reeording still had many utteranees entailing babb1ing and unintelligible vocalisations. These were excluded from thc number cf analysed utterances, which increased tbc proportion cf verbs.
Verb categories (1;6.15-1;7.27): premorphology
The first categories appearing in the corpus are provided in First verb forms are in most cases present 3.sg. and imperative 2.sg., the former being more represented in lemmas and tokens than the latter. Forms of the 3 .sg. correspond in lexical verbs to the base form, wh ich is the least marked formi": p(r)ica (teIls), kupa (bathes), g(l)eda (looks), cita (reads). Verb forms in 3.sg. also show up with the affirmative enclitic and the negated copula: (niJ.ie. The forms baci (throw) and p(r)imi (grasp) are ambiguous (pres.3.sg./imp.2.sg.). They are also base forms (root+thematic -i) and belong to the productive microclass 3/l/a (see section 4.4.). Clear instances of imperatives occur with the verbs c'ekati (wait) and dati (give). The respective forms are tekaj! and da}! Antonija also uses the shortened imperative form g(l)e! (look) (instead of gledaji) which is very frequently used in Zagreb n In present indicative 1. person marking was observed with three verbs: bacim (throw, I.pers.sg.), nisam (not be (copula), I.pers.sg.) and necu (not want, I.pers.sg.). Other categories appear very rarely and mostly in one single lemma.
Plural can be found only with presumably formulaic and rote learnt-expressions in imperative or ambiguously imperative or indicative mood: idemo p(j)evati (let's sing) and bacimo (throw, I.pl. pres. perfective) or (I.pl.imp.). Moreover one single analytic verb form appears, context bound 3.sg. perf. masc.: pao je (masc.sg. Aux,3.sg. -"he fell down").
When looking at context and meaning of these early verb forms it becomes apparent that 3.sg. forms are used also instead of other categories, e.g. l.sg.18 and imperative. this belongs to daddy Ch!.: this is paternal).
* ANT:
(h)oce. %eng: want C3.sg.).
1)
The enclitic and emphatic form ur the copula have been counted as two different lemmas.
16 Also according to analyscs, where -u-is not considered being a thematie vowel but apart 01' thc person/ number suffix (Babit et al. 1991 and TeZak & Babit 1992) , the 3.sg. represents the least marked form. 17 Besides gle there is also the redueed eek instead cf cekaj (waitl) used in ZKD very olien reduplicated (eekeek l ).
ll! Sometimes it is hard to decide whether the ehild refers to hcrsclf in the 3.sg. as many ehildren do in this age or whether she skips the I.sg. agreement marker. But therc are also instanees, where thc pronominal subject is overt while the realised verb does not agree in number and person, C.g. ja p(r)imu (l grasp,3sg.) (see seetion 5).
Situation: Antonija brings a pieture-book to her mother and asks her to read. 4.3. Verb categories (1;9.15&1;10): protomorphology Table 9 shows the verbal eategories produeed by the ehild after almost two months. The numbers in the eells are to be interpreted as lemmas I tokens. Infinitives and participles whieh have been produeed with finite verbs (e.g. in analytie tense forms or with modal verbs) are referred to undemeath their respeeti ve eategory. First analogieal errors appear: hocem 21 (want,l.sg.). The verb htjeti (want) has an irregular suffix (hoc-u) as I. sg.-suffix in the target language. The form used by the ehild shows that she has identified the "theme plus -m" suffix as 1. sg. marking. All analytic forms of infinitives (fut. I) and participles (fut. II and perf.) are used productively: ja cu bombicu popapati (I AUX.fut.I candy.dim.akk. eat up.inf. -"I will eat up the candy"), bude jodija [: radi/al # mama (AUXJut.II give birth.partJem.sg. # mummy -"mummy will give birth") and ja <san dobija> [: sam dobila] c(v) ijece. (I AUX.perf. get.partJem.sg. t10wers -"I got t1owers"). Except for two instances, participles and infinitives are almost exclusively used in analytic verb forms. Gender marking on participles is in most cases feminine, presumably because the girl refers usually to herself. Though when referring to her father, in one instance, she used the masculine particip1e.
Plural farms are still rare. They appear with the same lemmas as in the earlier sessions and under contextually bound or dubious circumstances: idemo p(j)evati! (let's sing!).
Antonija's (morpho)syntactic development shows up not only in the use of analytic farms. Generally she seems to have a preference for grammatical verbs (see section 5). 55 (27%) of the 207 analysed tokens are copulas 3.sg .. Moreover, when analytic farms are elliptic, the lexical part tends to be omitted. This holds especially far future I forms, such as in:
Situation: Antonijas mother wants to have a certain pencil. In sum, Antonija shows new verb categories and erroneously regularised verb forms. Moreover her categary substitutions and agreement errors almost totally disappear. Due to these observations one can assume that at the age of 1;9.15 Antonija is already in the protomorphological phase.
Verb Classes
The following table 10 provides an overview of the distribution of int1ectional classes In Antonijas production. The numbers in the cells correspond to lemmas/types/tokens. In lemmas, types and tokens throughout the analysed sessions there is a dominancc of two types of c1asses: on the one hand suppletive and isolated paradigms, and on the other 4/a and 3/1 /a, the two most homogenous and transparent classes. The preference for non-homogenous and morphotactic opaque suppletive and irregular verbs are connected with the extensive use of grammatical verbs, which have high token frequency also in the target language (copula and modal or auxiliary (ne) htjeti ((not) want): (64% tokens / 41% types / 33% lemmas). On the other hand Antonija' s lexical verbs throughout the sessions show a preference for transparent patterns. The most productive, homogenous and frequent 23 class in the target language is also the by far best represented class in the child's lexical-verb productions. 24% of all tokens 35% of all types and 40% of lemmas can be attributed to the class 4/a. The less productive, but also very transparent and frequent class in Croatian, 3/1/a, is continuously used by the child, though to a smaller extent (7% tokens/I5% types/I5% lemmas). At the beginning of protomorphology, when the child begins to use also infinitive and participles, these categories show up with verbs of the 4/a and 3/1/a dass, which have no (presentinfinitive) stern alternation, e.g. pjevala (sing. partJem.sg.) and pjeva (3.sg.pres.) (see section 6.).
Considering the few verb forms wh ich belong to less frequent and more opaque classes, it appears that they show up in those forms which could be forms of the 4/a and 3/1/a class: inf. duiati [: driatil (hold.2.sg.imp.), vidi (see.partJem.sg.), plakaja [: plakalal (cry.part.fem.sg.) etc. On the basis of these forms alone, without any opposition to other forms which involve different bases (e.g. drii (hold.3.sg.pres.) and driati (infinitive)), there is no evidence that the child differentiates those classes from the homogenous ones.
Finally, class shifts indicated with an asterisk in table 10 also show a preference for these transparent patterns (see seetion 7).
S. Syntactic usage
First verb forms appear as one-element utterances. This holds for the sessions 1 ;6.15 and 1;7.2. At 1;7.15 and 1;7.27 Antonija has both one-and two-element utterances. Verbs with predominantly grammatical meaning, i.e. copula and auxiliary verbs are among the earliest forms. Out of 95 verb tokens (I ;6.15-1 ;7.27),34 (36%) are grammatical verbs.
24
It has already been shown in seetion 4.2., that the context in which early verb forms appear (I ;6. 1 5-1;7.27), indicates that Antonija does not use grammatical categories according to the target language. This holds especially for the 3. sg. pres. (see section 7)."
In cases with an overt pronoun and a non-agreeing verb also the syntactic context shows that 3. sg. replaces other categories (in this case 1. sg.) : 1 ;7.15 ja prima (I grasp.3sg.) 1 ;7.27 vidija (see.3 .sg. I) At 1 ;9.15 Antonija's productions show that a striking syntactic development has taken place: Utterances with more than three elements appear and finite verbs show person and number agreement with overt subject-pronouns. The use of grammatical verbs increases dramatically: there are 108 (52%) grammatical verb tokens out of total 207 verb tokens in the sessions recorded in 1 ;9; 15 &1. 10. Moreover adverbs, direct and indirect object pronouns and analytic tense forms emerge in these sessions: necu tebi dati (neg.AUXlwant. 1 .sg. you.dat. give -»I will not give to you«), i ja cu ovo duiati [: driatil (and I AUX. 1 sg. this.acc. hold -»and I will hold this«). The child also starts using constructions consisting of modal verbs and infinitives: 
Emergence of mini-paradigms
This seetion focusses on the child's paradigmatic form-meaning distinction on the basis of lemmas". Kilani-Schoch & Dressler (2000) propose five criteria for establishing the onset of a paradigm 27 : i.e. spontaneous production (not imitative, not formulaic), articulatory accuracy, use in contrasting contexts and recurrence. Instances wh ich fulfill these criteria are termed as "mini-paradigms", since they are already "true" but not complete paradigms. The emergence of mini-paradigms is taken to be an indicator for the fact that the child has identified morphology. In this sense the question arises, wh ether the emergence of mini-paradigms coincides with other factors, which indicate or which accompany the child's developmental changes.
Qualitative analysis
Following the proposed criteria we find the following true mini-paradigms (three-types of the same lemma) and furthermore also two-member mini-paradigms as candidates for true miniparadigms in the Croatian data: Table ll and table 12 provide information about the child's paradigm formation activity. The first shows the emergence of true mini-paradigms, the latter two-member mini-paradigms.
In order to allow comparability of different languages and different corpora, mini-paradigms were counted per month of life. Therefore three-member mini-paradigms, which appear in a short interval but not in the same month of life were not counted as true mini-paradigms. Though, for a qualitative description, additional forms of paradigm candidates were also listed in Both paradigm values, P(utt) and POem), increase remarkably at 1;9. P(utt) shows that the proportion of mini-paradigms grows independently of sampIe size. POem) shows the relation to the lexical production of verbs. It provides a child and language specific value. The proportional increase of mini-paradigms confirms other findings which indicate that Antonija at this age becomes morphologically active, i.e. that she is in the phase of protomorphology.
Conclusion
According to the observations mentioned in the previous sections one can assurne that at 1;9.15 Antonija is already in the protomorphological phase. Analogy errors (hocu> *hocem), the end of agreement errors, syntactic development, the use of more and different verbal categories and finally, the emergence of mini-paradigms indicate that the child has become morphologically active. 32 Presumably because of the long recording interval (I ;7.27 -1;9.15) no transition phase could be observed.
Regarding quantitative distribution, the emergence of mini-paradigms coincides with an increase in verb production and a syntactic spurt, but according to percentages, there is no verb spurt accompanying morphological development.
The earliest category to appear is 3. sg. pres. indicative and 2. sg. imperative. Both categories correspond to the least marked base form (root and thematic vowel) of the paradigm in lexical verbs. But, for the for 2. sg. imp., this holds only for one verb cIass. In indicative mood verbs in I. pers. singular are more marked forms. They also emerge early, but are very rare. 33 The preference for the 3.sg. pres. respectively the base form shows up also in category substitutions. The latter are characteristic for Antonija' s early sessions, where she is assumed to be in the premorphological phase.
Clear oppositions in person (synthetic) and tense (for all non present tenses analytic) marking appear for the first time in the same recording-session (I ;9.15). Because of the lack of data for 1,5 months it is not possible to definitely find out whether both categories appear at the same time or whether one category appears before the other. The relatively early emergence of analytic tense forms could be due to the fact that the target language has synthetic forms only in present tense. The category of person is marked distinctively by the child before number. Besides semantic markedness this could be due to the fact that both categories are distinctively marked in the target language.
As regards cIasses, Antonija shows on the one hand many suppletive and irregular verbs. Because of their grammatical function, they are also high-token-frequency verbs in the target language. Nevertheless, Antonija' s strong tendency of using grammatical verbs is atypical for child language in general. Possible reasons for this will have to be looked for in future work incIuding also syntactic analysis. Moreover it will be of interest, wh ether this behaviour is child-or also language-specific.
With lexical verbs on the other hand, she shows a preference for homogeneity and transparency. The most productive, frequent and thus transparent cIasses in the target language (4/a and 3/lIa) are also the most frequent cIasses in Antonija's lexical-verb productions. Moreover, cIass shifts, the early emergence of forms involving both (present and infinitive) sterns and their absence with verbs belonging to other, more opaque cIasses show the child' s preference for transparency and homogeneity.
32 Additional evidence from Antonijas developrnent in the nominal system will be provided in future analyses.
33 Andel et al. (in press ) found a similar order of emergence in their contrastive study of the acquistion of Croatian, French and Austrian German.
